such that the weaker ones in the group are eliminated while the stronger ones divide. Developing systems exhibit robust and tolerant properties in the form of compensation and competition A satisfying account of these phenomena will obviwithin cell groups. Fundamentally, these behaviors are ously require translation of cell group behaviors into governed by mechanisms that elicit proliferation and the language of molecules. However, for truly gratifying apoptosis. Recent insights from the Drosophila sysexplanations, we will probably need to incorporate tem implicate new determinants that specify "winemergent properties not necessarily predictable from ners" and "losers" in this process.
spond to levels of Dpp ligand acquired and/or internal- (Lohmann et al., 2002) report that apoptotic functions embodied in the reaper (rpr) gene meet the criteria of a ized. These findings highlight the potentially general principle that, in metazoans, efficacy of ligand capture true realizator-where direct morphogenic effects can be reconciled with the expected outcome for a given might somehow translate to cellular fitness. In this view, even subtle differences affecting capture of Dpp ligand Hox effect. Working in the head region of the Drosophila embryo, Lohmann et al. (2002) demonstrate that a Hox (e.g., metabolic activity) could provide a measure of vigor among sister cells within a compartment, thus gene, Deformed (Dfd), specifies segmental boundaries by inducing programmed death (PCD) of intersegmental differentiating "strong" and "weak" members. This scheme nicely accounts for discriminatory properties if cells through direct transactivation of rpr. Further, another Hox gene, Abd-A, is shown to sculpt the abdomithe ligand is in limiting supply and, in this regard, the system closely resembles the principle of trophic supnal segments in the same way that Dfd is working in the head, establishing that the mechanism might be more port. On the other hand, Dpp availability might not be limiting within a given compartment and, if so, Dpp could general. When cell death is prevented, presumptive boundaries between segments still materialize, so it still function as a cellular status symbol, but the search for a discriminatory mechanism to act as refereeseems that apoptotic "sculpting" functions to securebut does not initially establish-boundaries in the emdeclaring winners from losers-would have to continue.
A related feature embedded in competition and combryo. So in the game of cell competition and compensation, veloping compartments raise flags of conformity to their neighbors, which also express these same identifiers "franchise players" have begun to emerge at the extreme apical and distal ends of the relevant pathways. and, if the function of these is somehow disrupted, shortrange interactions from adjacent neighbors promote This is perhaps not terribly surprising since our empirical methods might bias access toward molecules occuapoptosis of the nonconforming cell.
From these and other studies, it is evident that Dpp pying these positions. It seems clear that morphogens and short-range signaling molecules must ultimately imoccupies a shared apical position in pathways regulating both conformity (exemplified by LRR proteins) and pact core elements of the machinery driving proliferation and apoptosis, and these machines themselves might cell competition (the brinker/Jnk axis). Since these behaviors can be described as subroutines of growth, probe intimately connected through an apparatus that is currently obscure. An intuitively attractive possibility is liferation, apoptosis, and differentiation, it is possible that common distal effectors are also shared. To exert that an examination of proximal elements linking the engines of proliferation and apoptosis may help to contheir influence, Dpp and other morphogens cooperate with an organizing circuit comprised of the Hox genes, struct an integrated scheme that unifies these behaviors. In this respect, Martin Raff (Raff, 1992) elaborated a class of transcription factors with pivotal functions that specify pattern in the embryo. These DNA binding an attractive proposal a decade ago. His idea, sprinkled here with artistic license, is that movement of the gears proteins probably function as master "selector" genes that govern the identity of body parts through the action driving proliferation must also engage gears that poise cells toward the brink of apoptosis. In this view, mitoof downstream "realizator" targets, which exert distinct cytodifferentiation programs along the anterior-postegenic influences promote suicide as the default condition unless survival signals from social neighbors are rior body axis (Garcia-Bellido, 1975 ). In this issue, Hariharan's group describes a previously unknown is that many signaling pathways circuitously impact both proliferation and apoptosis, and consequently, we gene, salvador (sav), which functions to both limit cell proliferation and stimulate apoptosis in the eye disc. would have to find ways to distinguish proximal linking devices from second messenger systems or distal upThe gene encodes a protein bearing two WW domains with a possible coiled-coil domain at its carboxyl termistream cascades that can communicate to both. Since it would link to highly conserved molecular machines, nus. Clones of cells lacking sav appear normal in most respects, but they express persisting levels of Cyclin E a second criteria for coupling devices might propose functions that are relatively independent of cell type, and continue to divide in ectopic positions. At the same time, sav clones also resist apoptosis and exhibit elecontext, and species. In this respect, Bcl2 might qualify as a plausible candidate since the molecule inhibits both vated levels of the inhibitor of apoptosis, DIAP1. From this same screen, multiple hits in a known serine-threoapoptosis and cell cycle progression (O'Connor et al., 2000). However, relying on the effects of forced expresnine kinase, warts (wts) were also found. wts alleles obtained in this screen phenocopy sav mutants and, in sion alone could be problematic, and it is not clear whether cell cycle effects of Bcl2 extend beyond mamthe most severe form, these generate tumorous outgrowths. Sav and Wts physically and genetically interact mals. A third consideration is that hypothetical couplers could operate in ways that are either constitutive or so it is plausible that these two proteins might cooperate in coordinated functions that serve to limit proliferation conditional. For example, the ARF/MDM2/p53 axis is endowed with properties expected of a conditional couand stimulate apoptosis. Since orthologs of both genes exist in vertebrates, the corresponding proteins could pler deployed during adaptive responses to oncogenic signals. In contrast, coupling devices in development exert similar functions in other organisms. For example, mice mutated for the wts ortholog, LATS1, develop slowmight operate constitutively, defining a shared feature among cells in a single compartment. Clearly, the most growing tumors and, in an initial survey of tumor-derived human cell lines, two lines bearing homozygous delecompelling test for bifunctional couplers in development should rely on the effects predicted if such a device tions in hWW45, the human ortholog of sav, were found. The genetic screen pursued by the Hariharan group is were to be removed from the system and, hence, the principal criteria involves loss-of-function phenotypes particularly adept at identifying mutations that promote even a subtle growth advantage over neighboring wildthat affect proliferation and apoptosis in the same compartment of cells. Two plausible candidates for this catetype cells. Perhaps genes sampled in this way occupy vulnerable nodes in otherwise robust growth networks gory of couplers include members the Rb/E2F1 axis, which impacts the cell cycle and cell death machine in (Albert et al., 2000) and, by inference, some of these might correspond to proliferation-apoptosis couplers. proximal ways (Evan and Vousden, 2001) , and Survivin (Altieri, 2001), which is required for mitosis and prevents Equally intriguing are parallels between the genetic events sampled in the Hariharan screen and initializing apoptosis.
somatic "hits" that may underlie neoplastic growth. Since deregulated proliferation together with suppressed apoptosis forms an obligate-and perhaps universal-platform supporting tumor pathology (Green and Evan, 2002) , the same coupling devices that normally keep these in proper register during development might also be commonly mutated in human cancers.
